Abstract—in spite of graphics hardware advancements, graphics memory is still a scarce resource for usual applications. Besides, for most raster-based applications, the available bandwidth is one important limiting factor for increasing performance in the system. Texture compression addresses both of these problems. We introduce a new technique for compression of textures synthesized from samples. The compressed texture stores the sample plus encoded data, gathered during synthesis, which enables real-time decompression of large textures. With this scheme we are able to achieve high compression rates. Our solution explores a spectrum of textures where general texture compression schemes achieve less than optimal compression rates. These are usually textures with repeating patterns, regular or near-regular ones, and stochastic ones, the exactly types of textures where texture synthesis algorithms perform well. We also present analytical formulae for our compression scheme that allows an exact computation of compression rates achieved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In countless applications, textures play an important role for achieving realism. Applications demand many high resolution textures and therefore memory space for storing all textures is a problem. Another related problem is the transmission of textures from memory to GPU. Memory bandwidth is generally the limiting factor for improving performance [1]. With texture compression, a compressed version of the texture – usually lossy – is stored and transmitted when needed. Decompression is done in execution time. Since compression is done offline and only once, compression techniques afford non-real time algorithms.

In spite of similarities, texture compression differs from image compression in some key points. When designing a texture compression scheme, we are not just concerned about storage and transmission. When it comes to rendering we have to take into account other aspects such as decoding speed and random access, for instance. These aspects are well-defined in [2]. Decode speed becomes even more important for real-time rendering applications. On the other hand, there are no strong requirements under encoding speed since it usually happens offline. Random access is mandatory since we usually don’t know how the render system will access the texture.

We show in this paper how to use texture synthesis from samples to achieve texture compression. Texture synthesis from samples is a powerful idea. Pixels or patches from the sample are copied into the final desired texture, illustrated in Figure 1. Since all necessary information to build the final texture already exists in the sample, we can think of the synthesis process as finding the best patches to combine in the final output. Although texture synthesis algorithms are often too slow or complex for real time rendering applications on graphics hardware, we show how to tackle this issue by gathering information about the synthesis process and encoding it together with the input sample. Thus, our compressed texture stores not just the sample, but also information on how to build the synthesized result. This metadata is small and therefore a high level of compression is possible. The decompression algorithm simply rebuilds the result from the sample following the stored “recipe”, allowing real-time decompression.

The potential of texture synthesis to achieve compression was also used by Wei and colleagues in a technique called Inverse Texture Synthesis [3]. The main difference is that in that work, the idea was to find a compressed exemplar for a collection of real-captured textures, including dynamic ones, with time-varying data. Our work shares the same motivation but with different goals.

II. RELATED WORK

We review in this section both texture compression techniques and texture synthesis from samples, since our work brings together these two areas.
A. Texture Compression

Texture compression is an old graphics research topic. Already in 1979 Delp and Mitchell presented Block Truncation Coding (BTC), a simple lossy scheme for compressing images [6]. BTC compressed gray scale images in blocks of $4 \times 4$ pixels. For each block, two gray scale colors are stored and each pixel is approximated by one of these two values. Therefore they were able to achieve 2 bits per pixel (bpp) compression rate. Their work was seminal and influenced later compression algorithms such as Color Cell Compression (CCC) [7] which allowed compression of colored textures at 2 bpp compression rate, and others such as [8], [9].

An important compression technique, that can be seen as a further adaptation of BTC/CCC methods, is the S3 Texture Compression (S3TC) [9], used in DirectX, where its known as DXTn depending on how it handles the alpha channel (DXT1, DXT3, and DXT5 are the most commonly used). In S3TC the textures are compressed by coding each $4 \times 4$ pixel tile into a 64 bit data chunk. Two base colors in RGB565 format are stored in the first block’s half. In the second block’s half, a two-bit index is stored for each pixel. This index points to a local color set that consists of the two base colors and two additional colors in-between the base colors. The quality of S3TC is generally higher than that given by CCC but the gains are achieved at a 4 bpp cost. One disadvantage of this method is that only four colors can be used per block. Ivanov and Kuzmin [10] tried to solve this problem by using colors from neighboring blocks but the memory bandwidth increase became a drawback. Nevertheless, S3TC has become a leading texture compression method.

Used in many areas such as audio and image compression, Vector Quantization (VQ) also influenced several texture compression schemes. VQ tries to find a small number of vectors to approximate a given vector distribution keeping the error small. Beers et al. [2] use vector quantization for texture compression to reach high compression. The presented scheme allowed fast texture decoding achieving rates of 1-2 bpp. A simplified derivation of this research was also co-developed and implemented in Sega Dreamcast games console hardware. Others VQ based schemes were proposed [11] and [12]. However, the major drawbacks with these VQ based schemes are indirect data access and codebook handling. To retrieve a single texture element, two memory accesses are needed and the codebook size can be too expensive for implementation in hardware.

Fenney [14] presented a departure from BTC or VQ based schemes. His scheme relied on the fact that lowpass filtered signals are often good approximations of original signals. Each pixel can take its color from one of two bilinearly upscaled images or from two blended values between these two images. These two images are derived from the original texture and stored. The bilinear magnification happens at decompression time. His scheme is presented in two variations that can lead to 2bpp or 4bpp. This technique is being used under the name of PVR-TC in the PowerVR MBX technology.

In 2005 iPACKMAN/Ericsson Texture Compression (ETC) was presented at Graphics Hardware [15]. The iPackmann technique still uses the block-based ideas from BTC and works by building a fixed codebook and separates the luminance information from chrominance. For each $4 \times 4$ block, two $2 \times 4$ or $4 \times 2$ sub-blocks are considered, each with one base color. The luminance values are refined with modifiers in a modifier table pointed by the per-texel indices. The algorithm has a 4bpp compression rate. The major problem with this scheme is the limitation of having only one chrominance per sub-block giving rise to block artifacts for some textures. More recently ETC2 [16] was presented to reduce the block artifacts in the previously ETC compression scheme. The paper shows how some invalid bit combinations can be useful to improve the ETC scheme. In general, the paper works on some specific encoded bit sequences (just discarded in the original work) to enable new modes of the algorithm, and these new modes try to improve where ETC performs poorly, such as blocks with two distinctly chrominances. The authors claim that the additional complexity added to the algorithm worth the quality improvement of 0.82dB.

Our proposal is a departure from the usual compression techniques, since it uses texture synthesis as the basic tool to compute a compressed texture.

B. Texture Synthesis from examples

The idea of using a real texture sample to drive results in texture synthesis has a long tradition in Computer Graphics and Image Processing. Early work on this topic is presented in [17], [18], [19], [20]. In 1993, Popat and Picard [21] presented a probabilistic model for texture synthesis and also suggested that their work could be used for texture compression.

Texture synthesis from samples is an excellent solution for building textures that are not only visually similar to the given sample but also can be built at user-defined resolutions. The advances in this area grew from pixel-based techniques [22], [23], to more recent patch-based techniques [4], [5], [24], [25], [26], where the final texture is formed by joining together pieces or blocks of the original sample, with a RGB metric for selecting the best matches. There has been a lot of activity in this area in the last few years and a good review of the work so far in this area is given in the Siggraph 2007 course presented by Kwatra and colleagues [27].

Using texture synthesis from samples in compression tasks is mentioned in [22] and also in [23]. This last work already used vector quantization to speed-up their solution,
a technique familiar in image/texture compression. In [28] there is mention in future work of using fractal techniques [29] combined with Image Analogies for compressing textures.

Li-Yi Wei explored the idea of trying to keep a small texture data to generate a larger virtual texture on [30]. His scheme first stores a set of texture tiles instead of a large texture, and then generates an arbitrarily large and non-periodic virtual texture map from the relatively small set of stored texture tiles. Our work follows a similar idea in the sense of keeping a small texture data to generate a larger texture. In our case, we focused on other sample-based texture synthesis than the tile-based ones. We do not need to store a set of tiles, just the texture sample used in the synthesis process, plus data that is minimum when compared with the sample texture data. We overcome the main issues of using texture synthesis as a texture compression scheme (as most texture synthesis techniques are often too slow or too complex for graphics hardware) by saving data about the synthesis process such that re-synthesizing is possible in real time.

We explored two alternative Patch-Based Texture Synthesis (PBTS) techniques to build the textures that we will compress later. We implemented the approach by Liang [4], and Image Quilting [5]. However, our solution works potentially with many PBTS techniques, since they all share the same basic principle of searching patches from the sample and combining them in a consistent way. A potential drawback of our solution could be the set of textures which we can correctly synthesize using synthesis from samples. Fortunately, a large number of textures, either natural or man-made, are already well handled by current solutions. We will show in the results section how our compression scheme works for the full spectrum of textures illustrated in Figure 2.

III. OUR APPROACH

In general terms, our technique is very simple. While the texture is being built, using a synthesis from example algorithm, we capture and store the data needed to rebuild the result on graphics hardware. For the synthesis part we used a small variant of the work presented in [4] and [5]. Below we detail the process.

A. Synthesis Process

Our work uses the approach from [4] and [5] for PBTS. Both techniques share many similarities, and differ mainly on how the patches are blended. In basic PBTS, patches of the original sample are combined to form the final texture. The algorithm starts by randomly picking a patch \( B_0 \) to start the process. This patch is positioned at the bottom left corner of the output texture (Figure 3 (left)). The size \( w_B \) of the patches is user-defined and intuitively it should be the size of the main structures present in the sample. For most textures, using a patch of size between half and a quarter of the size of the original sample works well. For simplicity they are also restricted to square patches. The synthesis process follows by adding patches side-by-side and once a full row is completed the process continues for the row above and so on – Figure 3 (middle and right).

For each patch, there is a boundary zone with a user-defined width \( w_E \). There are three possible configurations for boundary zone matching, as illustrated in the same figure: vertical, horizontal, and L-shaped. The optimal size of \( w_E \) depends on the texture being generated. If it is too small, it will not capture enough details. If it is too large it will negatively impact the algorithm’s performance. As a balance \( w_E \) is typically set as \( \frac{1}{6} \) of \( w_B \). The values set for \( w_B \) and \( w_E \) are very important, since they ultimately define the initial conditions for the synthesis process. Later extensions on texture synthesis from patches have touched on this issue, using different patch sizes computed adaptively [24][25].

The critical part of the algorithm is the selection of the next patch \( B_k \) to be pasted onto the texture being constructed. As with many texture from sample techniques before [22][23], a list of candidate patches which satisfy an
error criterion is built. The error is measured using an $L_2$ norm on the RGB channels. From this list a random patch is selected. To build this list, the input sample is searched for all possible patches. If there is no patch satisfying the condition, the algorithm picks the patch with the smallest distance. Usually, all possible patches in the sample are searched, but building a list with a fixed number of patches randomly chosen also works.

More formally, given two texture patches $I_1$ and $I_2$ of the same size and shape, they match if

$$d(I_1, I_2) < \delta = \tau \left[ \frac{1}{A} \sum_{j=1}^{A} \left( p_{E_i}^j \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}$$

where $A$ is the number of pixels in the boundary zone, $p_{E_i}^j$ represent the values of the $j$th pixel in the $E_i$ boundary zone, $d()$ represents the distance between the two patches, and $\tau$ is a defined constant (default value is $\tau = 0.2$). This distance is computed only for the boundary zone $E$ of patches as follows:

$$d(E_i, E_{i+1}) = \left[ \frac{1}{A} \sum_{j=1}^{A} \left( p_{E_i}^j - p_{E_{i+1}}^j \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}$$

Once the patches are selected, there is a blending step to provide smooth transition among adjacent patches. This is a crucial difference between the two techniques. In the work by Liang [4] the smoothing is performed with feathering, or simply linear interpolation in the overlapping area, as proposed by Szeliski and Shum [31]. In the image quilting approach, the transition is performed with a minimum error boundary cut technique. Basically, in a given row of the overlapping area, the mincut searches for the pixel in the next row that minimizes the error, restricted to three possible cases, illustrated in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Mincut cases and a complete cut example](image)

The main adaptation when using the above algorithm for texture compression is that we have to keep track of which patches are being selected to build the final texture. Since the final result is a collection of patches from the sample, properly combined, we need to store three types of information: fixed-sized information about the synthesis process, that is, the sizes of $w_E$ and $w_B$; the coordinates which define the selected patches start, plus information on how to blend the patches. These last two are variable-sized, since the amount of information in bits will vary depending upon the desired result, and on the type of blending used.

We store, for each patch of the output, a pair $(x, y)$ of coordinates which define the upper-left corner of the patch in the space of the sample. We will call the set of all pairs of coordinates $\psi$. If we know offhand these coordinates, for all patches that make up the whole result, we are able to rebuild the texture instantaneously. This is the basis of our compression algorithm. Since almost all samples used in typical synthesis algorithms are small, under 256 pixels in each dimension, storing the coordinates will take at most two bytes for each patch. We have to store the values of $w_B$ and $w_E$ as well, since they are needed to completely define the patch. If we are rebuilding the texture with the Liang’s technique this is all information needed; on the other hand, if we are using image quilting, we also have to store the pixels coordinates, which define the mincut boundary.

IV. Realtime Decompression on GPU

Our compression scheme allows real-time decompression. It can be done on the GPU or simply in software. This is possible since we have all selected patches coordinates encoded in the compressed file, allowing us to jump the most expensive step in the texture re-synthesis (decompression). For decompression we have as input information the original sample plus a set $\psi$ of pairs of coordinates, which define where each patch starts. We also have $w_E$ and $w_B$ as explained above, and for image quilting we also have the coordinates of the mincut, for each pair of neighboring patches.

Through the normalized texture coordinates and the selected patches coordinates, with simple calculations we get the right offsets and, finally, the final pixel color. With the texture coordinates and the final texture resolution we can easily find out the pixel location in the “virtually” decompressed texture. Note that the random access requirement is easily achieved since for any random texture coordinates we get the right offsets and reach the final pixel color.

The metadata containing all the selected patches coordinates is accessed in the pixel shader through a lookup table. In fact, we have coded these coordinates as RGBA data, that is, a 4 byte word RGBA encodes information for two patches. The RGBA format is convenient because it reduces the number of texture fetches. For instance, in a decompression process with four patches (Fig. 5) in the final texture we would have the following coordinates data/texture data:

- Coordinates for 4 patches:
  $(x_{b01}, y_{b01})$ $(x_{b11}, y_{b11})$ $(x_{b21}, y_{b21})$ $(x_{b31}, y_{b31})$
- Equivalent one-dimensional texture data:
  $(R, G, B, A, R, G, B, A)$

We also store the mincut coordinates in RGBA words, as follows. For each row of pixels in the mincut region, we
store the number of pixels there are from the left border to the cut. For instance, for the 6 rows of pixels in Figure 4, we would have the following stored:


If \(w_B\) is not multiple of 4 we waste the few remaining bytes from the last word, as in the above example, where the bytes \(B\) and \(A\) would have no data stored.

In both compression variants we are using in this paper, a given texel will be found in one of three possibilities in the “virtually” decompressed texture. In Figure 5 we illustrate these cases: green area, where the final color can be obtained directly from the sample; yellow area, where two patches are involved in the pixel synthesis and red area, where four patches are involved in the pixel synthesis. After obtaining the coordinates of the patches involved in synthesizing a given texel from the lookup table, the next step depends on the texture synthesis approach selected to compress the texture. In the next subsections we have more specific details of each approach.

![Figure 5. A four patches synthesized texture. In the decompression process texels can fall in one of three cases, represented by the 3 colors.](image)

A. Liang based decompression

In Liang based decompression, when the texel falls outside the overlapping area (green area in Figure 5), we can get the final color directly from the sample without performing any operation over it. This access in the sample is done through its respective selected patches coordinates.

In the second case, when the texel falls inside an overlapping area (yellow and red areas in Figure 5), we get the coordinates of all patches involved in the overlapping and calculate the interpolations, a single linear interpolation for the yellow area and three linear interpolations in the red area. For instance, if it is a simple vertical/horizontal overlapping (as shown in Figure 3 left), we get the coordinates of the two patches adjacent to the desired texel and use them to generate the correct final texel color with a single interpolation. This final texel will have exactly the same color when it was first synthesized (compressed).

For the L-shaped overlapping, most pixels are solved as described above. A special case occurs where the vertical and horizontal overlapping regions meet (red area). In this case we need the coordinates of the four patches that generated the color of the pixels in this region. With this four patches coordinates we get the final color with three linear interpolations.

B. Image Quilting Based Decompression

As in the Liang scheme, the texels will fall inside or outside the overlapping area, the difference here is that texels inside the overlapping area are computed with mincut. After obtaining the patches involved in the synthesis process, we need to decide from which patch it came from. This selection is easily done once we have the mincuts encoded in the compressed format.

For a simple vertical overlap we just need to know whether the pixel is left or right of the cut. This is done with a single access to the encoded data lookup table. The horizontal overlap is analogue to the vertical one. For the L-shaped overlapping three cuts are considered, so we know the pixel location with a minimum of one and a maximum of three accesses to the lookup table.

As we can see in Fig. 5, the area where the decompression is more expensive is relatively small (red area) compared to the total size of the texture. The relative red area is even smaller for outputs with higher resolutions. This is the key to maintain the frame rate even with some extra lookup table access.

V. Results

We want to assess how much compression is possible with our scheme. The efficiency of texture compression algorithms can be measured using the number of bits per pixel (bpp) needed to store the compressed texture. In Table I we define the variables we use. For simplicity, we will consider square output textures with \(k\) patches in either dimension; \(k^2\) is the total number of patches needed to synthesize the final output texture and at least \(k = 2\). In this case \(m_{\text{out}} = n_{\text{out}}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>x-resolution of sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>y-resolution of sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m_{\text{out}})</td>
<td>x-resolution of the result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n_{\text{out}})</td>
<td>y-resolution of the result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k^2)</td>
<td>total number of patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_c)</td>
<td>overlap region among patches (in # of pixels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_b)</td>
<td>patch width (in # of pixels)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The resolution of the final texture is defined as a function of number of patches \(k\), and sizes \(w_B\), and \(w_E\) as follows:

\[(kw_B - (k - 1)w_E)^2\]

We will derive the compression rate for each one of the texture synthesis algorithms we tested: Liang [32] and Image Quilting [5].
A. Liang

The amount of compression is given by:

$$bpp = \frac{8 \cdot 3 \cdot mn + c}{m_{out}^2}$$

where 24mn is the cost of storing the sample and c is a function to measure the extra cost of storing the information to rebuild the texture. For each $k$, patch we have 2 bytes for storage of the pair of coordinates plus 8 more bytes fixed for storing header information, that is, the sizes of $w_E$ and $w_B$. Therefore $c = 8(2k^2 + 8)$ and the equation becomes:

$$bpp = \frac{24mn + 16k^2 + 64}{m_{out}^2}$$

Since the output resolution is given indirectly by the number of patches and their size, we have $m_{out} = kw_B - (k-1)w_E$.

B. Image Quilting

The amount of compression is given by the same equation as in the Liang case, except that here we have the extra cost of storing, for each overlapping area, the cuts offsets. For each cut we need $w_B$ entries. The number of bits needed for each entry is a function of $w_E$, since we need $\lceil \log_2 w_E \rceil$ bits for storing this information.

For example, in Fig. 4, the complete path should be stored as $(1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 2)$, so the maximum offset would be $w_E$. For the L-shaped overlapping area, we consider the 'L' cut as two separated cuts, a vertical one and an horizontal one.

$$bpp = \frac{24mn + 16k^2 + 64 + 2k(k - 1)w_B[\log_2 w_E]}{m_{out}^2}$$

C. Numerical Examples

A numerical example might help understand these formulae. Let us say we have $k = 11$, $w_B = 36$, $w_E = 14$, $m = n = 64$. In this case $m_{out} = 256$, and the final $bpp$ for each synthesis algorithm is:

- Liang
  
  $$bpp = 24 \cdot 64 \cdot 64 + 16 \cdot 121 + 64 = \frac{100304}{65536} = 1.53$$

- Image Quilting
  
  $$bpp = \frac{24 \cdot 64 \cdot 64 + 16 \cdot 121 + 64 + 2 \cdot 11 \cdot 10 \cdot 36 \cdot 4}{256^2} = \frac{100304 + 31680}{65536} = 2.0$$

In other words, a 256$^2$ texture, synthesized from a 64$^2$ sample, can be stored using our scheme with at most 2.0 $bpp$. Larger output textures will have an even better rate of compression since the fixed cost is amortized by a larger output. For instance, if we make $k = 20$, the output texture resolution is 454$^2$ and we have, for the worse case (image quilting):

$$bpp = \frac{24 \cdot 64 \cdot 64 + 16 \cdot 400 + 64 + 2 \cdot 20 \cdot 19 \cdot 36 \cdot 4}{454^2}$$

$$bpp = \frac{214224}{206116} = 1.0$$

In Figure 6 we plot how the rate of compression in bits per pixel behaves with the increase in the number of patches $k$, for image quilting, keeping all other parameters fixed. Higher $k$ results in better compression rates.

In Table II we have some compression results for all textures in Figure 2. Note that most compression rates are hardly reached by general texture compression algorithms. The In/Out column refers to sample resolution/final texture resolution. Another aspect that we should mention is that our texture compression scheme is lossless as far as texture synthesis itself is lossless, that is, our solution does not introduce further degradation. Figure 7 shows how other texture compression schemes degrade the visual quality of the texture against our scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Texture</th>
<th>In/Out</th>
<th>Liang bpp</th>
<th>Quil. bpp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r1 74x75</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2 74x75</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2 64x64</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r1 64x64</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2 64x64</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2 64x64</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2 64x64</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r1 60x60</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2 60x60</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r1 60x60</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2 80x80</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r1 60x60</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r1 60x60</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r1 60x60</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a texture compression algorithm which uses texture synthesis from samples as the main tool for compression. Our solution is lossless in the sense that it does not introduce artifacts, except the ones inherent to texture synthesis. During the synthesis step, we gather information on which patches from the sample are being used to form the final output texture. The compressed texture is the sample plus the data gathered during the synthesis step. This information is efficiently encoded on a 1D texture. The whole solution was implemented on GPU.

Texture synthesis was considered to be prohibitive for being used as the core of a texture compression scheme. We showed how to overcome the main issues and presented...
Figure 7. One advantage of our texture compression scheme is that it does not further degrade the results. Here we show the quality of several texture compression schemes on the literature. Images were generated by PVRTexTool, a tool that comes with PowerVR SDK.

Figure 6. Rate of compression (bpp) against $k$ (number of patches) for Image Quilting based texture compression. When $k$ increases so does the output resolution and better compression rates are achieved. Other values as $w_B = 44$, $w_E = 18$, $m = n = 64$.

Figure 8. Illustration of how we can optimize storage of the sample. The gray area was not used during synthesis and therefore does not need to be stored. Sample on the middle is $126^2$ and result is $190^2$. Amount of sample used = 71%.
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